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Procurement Process 

The competitive process is accepted.  However, some public bodies are being overly fastidious in 
their interpretation of the process and exercising an unnecessary complicated procurement 
methodology. 
 
Competitions are lengthy tying up considerable public and private sector overheads. 
 
The lengthy competition time brings about historic costs that often need reassessment and 
renegotiation between preferred bidder and financial close. Re-negotiation brings about uncertainty 
and further time delays.   
 
Public bodies appear to “re-invent the wheel” and rarely have experts with appropriate experience.  
Consequently experienced consultants are engaged to cover the lack of expertise rather than 
utilising a public sector core of experts.   
 
Competition Costs  

Competition costs are high with total bidding costs often into the millions.  It is estimated that the 
competition costs represent some 2% to 3% of the capital project cost which is broadly around the 
net contractor’s profit.  Unsuccessful bidders look to recover abortive costs by including in 
subsequent projects.  Thereby increasing the cost of future projects.  Typically abortive costs can 
be in excess of £1 million.  This level of competition cost can not be sustained by medium sized 
Scottish companies.  By reducing the level of participants the public sector is at risk of reducing the 
level of competitiveness and limiting the contribution to Scotland’s growth strategy. 
 
Resource Efficiency 

A more reasonable and appropriate approach is to develop a less complicated process that will 
reduce bidding costs and consequently project costs. 
 
Such conditions will reduce abortive costs that typically can be in excess of £1 million per project.  
We submit that it is more productive for the growth of the Scottish Economy to have such millions 
invested in positive uses rather than wasting them on non-productive short term and expensive 
selection processes. 
 
Changes of rules from Invitation to Negotiate to “Competitive Dialogue” have significantly increased 
competition costs and risk.   
 
It is understood that Competitive Dialogue emerged from EU requirements.  If this has to be 
exercised then public sector clients need to develop more detailed briefs and agree such briefs with 
all of their stakeholders.  A clear and precise brief that is fully agreed will minimise or preferably 
remove subsequent client changes.  In our experience significant costs increases have occurred 
due to public clients changing their minds too often and at too late a stage in the process. 
 
Following each stage submission there should be a reduction in the number of candidates 
remaining in the competitive dialogue.    
 
The above suggestions would go some way to mitigating the additional burdens brought about by 
the move to Competitive Dialogue. 
 
If such burdens are not recognised there is a significant risk that the new requirements will lead to 
lower participation and possibly higher project costs through a lack of competing participants.  The 
current competition process tends to favour larger scale corporate style international organisations 
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rather than small and medium sized Scottish companies.  This is prejudicial to growing the Scottish 
economy. 
 
Risk Transfer & Value for Money 

From our experience some public organisations can misjudge the principles of Risk Transfer.  The 
passing of risk should be balanced against the saved liability costs.  Transferring risk means 
transferring control. Loss of control implies higher costs for the public sector. 
 
Risks that are a matter for the public sector should be retained rather than transferred.  Partnership 
should mean contributions from both parties rather than a client / provider relationship dressed as a 
partnership. 
 
It is wholly reasonable for the private sector to seek additional returns where there is increased risk 
and uncertainty.  We are not aware of risk and uncertainty being properly evaluated.  
 
Programme 

The obtaining of statutory consents and utility approvals is hugely time consuming.  More pre-
competition work is required before finalising Project Briefs. The contents of the Project Brief 
should be sufficiently assessed for technical competence rather than waiting for competitors to 
duplicate inputs and time and thereby leaving scope for additional uncertainty and risk.   
 
A Way Forward 

1. The public parties should do more up front with the development of better quality Competition 
Briefs that commits public bodies to detail.  Thereafter there should be little or no scope for the 
changing of minds. 

 
2. The Competition and Post Bid process should be streamlined with the objective of achieving 

contract agreement much quicker.  This provides less opportunity for changing minds and 
posturing on both sides.  This will almost certainly lead to a cheaper solution.  

 
3. “Buy in” and commitment should be achieved from all those responsible for granting consents. 
 
4. A substantial improvement is needed in the Interpretation of process rules. Sensible, clear and 

simple processes are the ingredients that allow a greater number of competition participants.   
 
5. Achieve high levels of meaningful communication between the participants. 
 
6. Create and stick to a prescribed programme. 
 
7. Appoint a Central Government Board of Procurement experts who participate in all 

competitions.  This will bring consistency, avoid re-inventing the wheel and importantly have 
public sector people who are skilled and experienced in the process.  This will significantly 
contribute to a quicker and inevitably cheaper process.   

 
8. In connection with the above, introduce greater levels of training and secondment initiatives to 

improve skills both in the procurement process and how best to engage and energise private 
sector participation.  Such an approach should work the other way with private participants 
being encouraged through secondment and other collaborations to understand challenges in 
the public sector. 
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